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ABSTRACT 
 This report intended to show whether it is possible to replace all gasoline-based vehicles 
with pure electric vehicles, whose battery characteristics and driving range are based on Nissan 
Leaf, in the next 25 years. The power generation in the United States from various energy 
sources was projected up to 2035. Also, the carbon dioxide emission from the whole life cycle of 
gasoline-based vehicles and pure electric vehicles were compared, in order to evaluate the 
“green” aspect of driving only pure electric vehicles. In summary, since United States Energy 
Information Administration projected that coal-fired power plants will remain the main energy 
source up to 2035, pure electric vehicles eventually would emit almost three times more CO2 
than gasoline-based vehicles based on the assumptions the team made about energy 
improvements. In other words, putting only pure electric vehicles on the road did not save energy 
or the environment, unless a significantly better battery technology and cleaner energy resources 
were used in America.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of the project was to determine whether “the future of our individual 
transport has to be electric,” as claimed by Hartmut Michel of Max Planck Institute for 
Biophysics. [1] Therefore, the report includes a comparison between gasoline-based vehicles and 
pure electric vehicles in terms of their energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Since 
vehicles run on pure electricity are still rare in the United States, this report analyzes pure 
electric vehicle data based on the characteristics of Nissan Leaf. 
The literature review section shows different types of electric vehicles available on 
the market, including hybrid electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, and pure electric 
vehicles. The background research also includes a section of different types of batteries, 
including lead-acid, nickel metal hydride, and lithium-ion. There is a brief overview about the 
chemistry of each type, as well as the cathode, anode, and electrolyte materials that are under 
research in order to increase the battery’s specific charge and its life cycle to be suitable for 
electric vehicles. 
For pure electric vehicles, there ought to be charging stations around the country for 
recharge. Level 1, level 2, and DC fast charging are the three typical types of charging stations, 
where DC fast charging is only currently available in Japan. For Tesla Motor S, the company 
also introduced a new type of charging station, called Tesla Supercharger. The energy 
consumption of each type of vehicle was projected until 2035 based on different power 
generation sources, such as coal-fired power plants and nuclear power plants. With assumptions 
about miles driven as well as the annual capacity per coal-fired and nuclear power plants in the 
US in the next 25 years, the team was able to determine the number of additional power plants 
that would need to be built, to provide enough electricity to power all vehicles as pure electric 
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cars. Additionally, the total amount of CO2 emitted was calculated if all cars on the road were 
either gasoline-based vehicles or pure electric vehicles.  
Even though it seems that pure electric vehicles should benefit the environment since 
they do not consume any gasoline, the amount of energy put into manufacturing a lithium ion 
battery and the car’s short driving range per fully-charged battery might indicate an overall 
higher amount of energy consumption. Moreover, since the main energy resource in America 
still remains as coal-fired power plants, pure electric vehicles might release more carbon dioxide 
into the atmosphere than regular gasoline-based vehicles, because of their continuous need to 
recharge after every 70 to 80 miles driven.     
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II. BACKGROUND 
Table 1 represents the gasoline demand and the number of miles driven per year in the 
United States from 2008 to 2010. 
Table 1. Gasoline demand in the US from 2008-2010 
Year Registered Vehicles 
[2] 
Miles  
(Millions) [3] 
Gasoline Demand  
(Million gallons) [4] 
2008 
2009 
2010 
196,762,927 
193,979,654 
190,202,782 
3,199,116 
2,800,603 
2,814,055 
132,205 
136,696 
137,166 
If the majority of people switch to hybrid/electric cars, we can save millions gallons of 
gasoline a year. However, it will put a heavy weight on the electricity generation capacity. We 
are generating 4,105.7 billion kWh per year. [5] Assuming all the vehicles’ energy consumption 
the same amount as the Nissan Leaf (0.34 kWh/miles), [6] using the latest data, the electricity 
demand would be 0.34*10-3*2,814,055= 957 million MWh per year. This would represent about 
23.3% of the current net electricity generation.  
Table 2. Hybrid vehicle sales from 2008-2011 
Hybrid Vehicles sales [7] 
Year Domestic Import Total 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
86,082 
81,882 
64,893 
62,724 
229,606 
208,858 
209,528 
206,454 
315,688 
290,740 
274,421 
269,178 
People are interested to switch to hybrids, since it is energy saving. However, the 
statistics show that the number of hybrid vehicles sale are decreasing over years, which means 
the current technology is not advanced enough to make hybrid vehicle a viable replacement of 
gasoline-based vehicles. Currently, there are many disadvantages about hybrid vehicles, making 
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people hesitant to buy them. Also, the battery performance relies on many conditions. Winter 
weather can decreases the battery performance to 40% less miles. The driving range is short (40-
100 miles/charging cycle), while a gasoline-based car usually lasts 250 miles before running out 
of gas. 
There are only 15,192 electric stations nationwide. [8] A full charge cycle can take 4 hours 
at a 240V outlet, and 8-10 hours under 110V using home electricity. This is very time consuming 
and inefficient for people who do not have constant access to an electricity outlet.  
 
2.1 ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
2.1.1 ELECTRIC VEHICLES BASICS 
Aside from Gasoline Vehicles, the car industry is moving towards electric vehicles which 
use rechargeable batteries: Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) and Plug-in Electric Vehicles 
(PEVs). 
A Gasoline Vehicle is powered by an internal combustion engine (ICEs) that is operated 
by gasoline. It is the most popular type of vehicles on the market. The lost energy of the internal 
combustion engine due to braking cannot be stored and reused. The exhaust exits the tailpipe. Its 
high emission makes the vehicle eco-destructive. 
An internal combustion engine (ICE) burns liquid fuels (gasoline, diesel, or biofuels) or a 
gaseous fuel (natural gas) to generate mechanical power. It is widely used as a power source not 
only for gasoline vehicles, but also for hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles. 
A Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) has both a gasoline engine and an electric motor. 
The electric motor can replace the gasoline engine as the power source for low speeds and short 
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distances to reduce gasoline consumption. The gasoline engine kicks in if the vehicle requires 
more power. Although called an electric vehicle, it still relies on a petroleum-based or an 
alternative fuel for power and does not use a separate electric power source to charge the battery. 
There are several ways for the vehicle to charge the battery itself to provide higher fuel 
economy. Making use of the energy lost during breaking in gasoline vehicles, the vehicle uses 
regenerative braking, which converts the kinetic energy from braking to electric energy. It can 
also combine its ICE or propulsion source with batteries to recharge the battery or to power the 
electric drive motors.  
Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) use electricity grids as their power supply. They 
include all-electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid vehicles: 
A Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) has a combination of a gasoline engine 
and an electric motor with a high-voltage battery. It uses the battery to power the electric motor 
and a petroleum-based or an alternative fuel to power its ICE or other propulsion sources. The 
vehicle is powered on electricity for a short distance. When its battery almost runs out, the 
gasoline engine kicks in. It is charged by plugging into an outlet or a charging station. It also 
shares the same regenerative breaking system as in HEVs and BEVs to store energy while 
braking. 
An All-Electric Vehicles or Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) is powered by only one or 
more electric motors and a high-voltage battery. The vehicle is able to run purely on electricity 
for a longer range than PHEVs because it does not have any gasoline engine. It also consumes no 
petroleum-based fuel while driving, therefore produces no tailpipe emission. Similar to PHEV, 
the battery can be charge by plugging into an outlet or a charging station. It also shares the same 
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generative breaking system as in HEVs and PHEVs to store energy while braking. Table 3 
summarizes the main differences between these vehicles, and Table 4 below shows the 
difference between gasoline, hybrid electric, plug-in hybrid electric, and all-electric vehicles. 
Table 3. Vehicles’ types comparison chart [9] 
Powertrain Type Gasoline Hybrid Plug-in Hybrid All-Electric 
Gas Engine     
Electric Motor     
Ni/MH Battery     
Lithium Battery     
Emissions     
Fills Up     
Plugs In     
    
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Table 4. Vehicles’ types summary [9] 
 
Type Gasoline Hybrid EV Plug-In Hybrid EV All-Electric 
Powered by 
Internal 
combustion 
engine 
Gasoline engine and electric 
motor 
Gasoline engine and high-voltage 
battery 
Lithium-ion battery with 
the highest voltage 
capacity 
Electrical 
Connection 
None 
Doesn't need to be plugged 
in 
Though not necessary, plugging 
in will provide optimal 
performance 
Must recharge by plugging 
into an electric outlet 
Fuel Gasoline Gasoline 
Can operate separately either on 
gasoline or electricity, or a 
combination of both 
Electric motor and battery 
Battery 
charged by 
When running, 
the engine 
charges battery.  
 
When running, the gasoline 
engine charges battery. 
Energy from braking is also 
captured to charge battery 
The gas engine, recycled energy 
from braking, and by plugging 
into a normal outlet or a charging 
station 
Plugging in a normal 
outlet or a charging station 
Gasoline 
Engine 
Operation 
 
Powers vehicle at higher 
speeds, shuts off at low 
speeds and when vehicle is 
stopped 
Powers vehicle at higher speeds, 
shuts off at low speeds and when 
vehicle is stopped 
Does not have a gasoline 
engine 
Electric 
Motor 
Operation 
Powers vehicle at low 
speeds and for short 
distances 
Powers vehicle at low to 
moderate speeds and for short 
commutes 
Provides all the driving 
power for the vehicle to a 
targeted range of up to 100 
miles 
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2.1.2 CHARGING BASICS 
An ESVE (Electric vehicle supply equipment) is used to charge a PEV. There are three 
typical charging rates: [10] 
Level 1 uses 120-V AC plug. PEVs usually come with a Level 1 EVSE cordset so that 
drivers can use their household electricity without having to install a charging station. This rate 
can generate from 2 to 5 miles of range per hour of charging. 
Level 2 generates 240-V in residential applications and 208-V in commercial 
applications. It recharges the vehicle from 10 to 20 miles of range per hour. To use Level 2 
charging, there required installation of charging equipment and a dedicated circuit of 20 to 80-A 
depends on the EVSE requirements. To charge the battery, both Level 1 and Level 2 use the 
same connector, and provide alternating current (AC) electricity to the vehicle, with the vehicle’s 
onboard equipment (charger) converting AC to the direct current (DC).   
DC fast charging is the fastest charging rate. It can charge a PEV up to 60 or 80 miles of 
range in only 20 minutes. It provides DC electricity directly to the vehicle with 480-V input.  
2.1.3 CURRENT EVS’ TYPES ON THE MARKET 
A. PURE ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
By 2011 the number of hybrid vehicles in the United States has surpassed 2 million, [11] 
and not only the number HEVs but also of PEVs keep increasing in the last few years. The 
emerging market for pure EVs consists of many potential future vehicles from a wide variety of 
car manufacturers. Year 2011 and 2012 welcomed Mitsubishi i-MiEV, BMW Active E, BYD e6, 
and many more, yet EVs really started making a significant impact in 2013 with the introduction 
of more energy-sufficient EVs like the Ford Focus, Honda Fit, and Scion iQ. Up till now the 
most outstanding EVs on the market would be Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S. 
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Nissan introduced its newest design for the Leaf in 2012 with the proposed range of 
about 73miles on a fully charge battery. With the new 24kWh Li-ion battery, the car could reach 
99 miles per gallon, where one gallon is equivalent to 33.7kWh. [12] Moreover, the annual fuel 
cost is approximately $600, based on 45% highway, 55% city driving, 15,000 annual miles and 
current fuel prices. On the other hand, the newest and most powerful Tesla Model S was 
introduced in 2013 with an 85kWh Li-ion battery. The estimated range surpasses that of the 
Nissan Leaf by more than four times, a total of 301 miles. However, this car only has 89 miles 
per gallon. In other words, based on the data, the Leaf is more energy sufficient since it is able to 
provide more miles per 33.7kWh. The Tesla has a higher range due to a significantly higher 
battery capacity. In fact, the Leaf battery pack weighs about 660lb, [13] while the Tesla Model S 
battery pack should weigh around 990lbs or more, based on the data for Tesla Roadster. [14] The 
Roadster has a much shorter range, 230miles, compared to the new Tesla Model S; therefore, 
assuming the battery technology in the Tesla Model S has not improved substantially, its battery 
would have to be heavier than that of Roadster to achieve a higher range. For the ability to 
accelerate the “massive” Model S quickly to 60mph in 4.4seconds, the heavier battery is only 
able to yield a lower miles per gallon.  
As mentioned above, the Leaf is more energy sufficient, since it only consumes 8.5kWh 
every 25miles compared to 9.5kWh of the best Tesla Model S. Therefore, economically it would 
save more to own a Nissan Leaf than the other. Apart from the fuel efficiency, the Nissan Leaf 
has a much cheaper base price of $24,300; [15] Tesla Model S of 85kWh Li-ion battery has a 
starting price of $72,400. [16] For owners of EVs, one of the most daunting things is the cost of 
replacing the battery pack, despite the generally long warranty of 8 years with 100,000 maximum 
miles. In this category, potential 85 kWh-Tesla Model S owners have an advantage of unlimited 
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miles warranted in 8 years. In addition, after 8-year time, if the battery needs replacement, the 
Model S requires from $8,000 to $12,000 based on battery capacity, [16] while the Leaf might 
need at least $15,000, the manufacturing cost of the Leaf battery. [17] 
A summary of the focused points have been tabulated below to indicate more clearly the 
advantages and disadvantages that each vehicle may have, based on the information mostly 
provided by the manufacturer websites. 
Table 4. Characteristics of Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S 
Model Nissan Leaf Tesla Model S 
Miles per gallon Equivalent 99 89 
Range (miles) 73 301 
kWh per 25miles 8.5 9.5 
Cost per 25miles $1.02 $1.14 
Annual Fuel Cost $600 $700 
Battery Replacement Cost $15,000 $12,000 
Base price $24,300 $72,400 
Battery Capacity (kWh) 24 85 
Battery Weight (lbs.) 660 ≥ 990 
Charging time (240V) (hrs.) 4 5 
From Table 5, one can see that both the Leaf and the Model S have their advantages in 
the charging time. On average an electric vehicle would need 10-12hrs using 110V port or 6-8hrs 
using 220V. However, the Leaf only needs 4 hours to fully charge the battery with a 240V 
charging dock; using a high current 240V outlet, Model S can be recharge at a rate of 62miles an 
hour, or a 5-hr period for fully-charged 85kWh-battery. With DC fast charging, which is 
currently only available in Japan, the rate would be 60-80 miles in 20mins. The Leaf then needs 
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less than half an hour to fully charge. This 480-V charging dock is still under testing in North 
America; also, most EVs in America currently do not have the compatible dock for this level of 
charging. On the other hand, the Tesla manufacturer introduces Tesla Supercharger, whose rate 
is supposedly 300miles per hour. Currently there are “nine stations active, expanding to over 100 
stations in 2015,” [18] as claimed by Tesla.  
Assuming that all claims and data are close to practical values, the Nissan Leaf would be 
a good fit for more environmental-conscious customers who look for a small economical EV. 
Alternatively the Tesla Model S stays on the luxurious side, where customers want an EV with a 
sport car appearance and performance. Realistically, both vehicles only achieve the acclaimed 
range and mpg under perfect conditions of 60-70°F and generally flat roads. During the winter or 
hot summer time, a decrease in the driving distance between charges or a faster average driving 
speed might pose a problem to the battery range. The current electrode material for the Leaf is 
spinel-Mn type with a stable structure even under high heat. [19] For Tesla, the battery pack uses 
Panasonic cells with nickel-cobalt-aluminum cathodes. [20]   
Nevertheless, the thought of a pure EV is not attractive enough compared to usual 
gasoline vehicles, because of all the unexpected cost of a battery pack. The capacity would start 
draining significantly after a period of time, leaving the EV drivers concerned about the driving 
range and its charging time. Thus, despite the zero tailpipe emission and the saved cost of not 
using gasoline, pure EVs would only become a social norm if the battery technology becomes 
more advanced. Better electrode materials would bring forth more efficient EVS, reduce the 
electricity cost, and increase battery life time.  Overall, the EVs market has become more 
competitive and promising with the emergence of such vehicles as Tesla Model S and Nissan 
Leaf.  Yet the future of EVs still remains unclear at this point. 
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B. PLUG-IN ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
Table 6 shows the most efficient PHEVs models on the road. All of these models are 
based on Li-ion technology, which is the current typical battery used by car manufacturers in 
mass-produced HEVs. Li-ion batteries offer a higher energy density than NiMH and are the best 
option to meet the energy storage requirement for PEVS. [21] Miles per gallon gasoline equivalent 
(MPGe)  is a measure of the average distance traveled per unit of energy consumed. Among 
these below models, Fisker Karma 2012 has a significantly lower MPGe, which means it can 
travel a shorter distance per unit of energy consumed. However, with a fully charged battery 
pack, the maximum range that PHEVs can go is 50 mi, much larger than the other models. 
Compared to the total max range, Fisker Karma 2012 and Chevy Volt 2013 are also the models 
which mostly rely on electricity. As a result, they have a bigger cost per 25 mi when only run on 
electricity, $1.08/25 mi and $1.87/25 mi, respectively. The battery capacity of Toyota Prius 2012 
is 4.4 kWh while both Ford C-Max Energi 2013 and Ford Fusion 2013 have batteries with the 
same capacity, 7.6 kWh. The capacity of batteries in Chevy Volt 2013 and Fisker Karma 2012 
are much higher, 16.5 kWh and 20.1 kWh, respectively. Since batteries with higher capacity will 
produce a higher driving range for a fully charged PHEV, these two models have a remarkably 
higher driving range. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Comparison between different plug-in electric vehicles 
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According to the above criteria, the best plug in hybrid would have to be the Chevy Volt. 
Some may say the Fisker Karma 2013 but it is so expensive, $102,000, which many people 
cannot afford. The Chevy Volt is much more affordable with a price of $31,645. Moreover, the 
MPGe that Chevy Volt can reach is significantly larger than Fisker Karma even though Chevy 
Volt’s batteries have lower capacity. Chevy Volt can work by using its two motors, electric and 
gas, getting around 50 MPGe. This model has a range of 50 miles while on electric power, which 
enable customers to drive to their work, and then come back home, without using any gas. If the 
driving distance is longer than that, the Chevy Volt switches to a gasoline-powered generator, 
making the Chevy Volt a reliable, economic and efficient vehicle. 
Since PHEVs can operate using both gasoline and electricity, they offer many benefits. 
The PHEVs are more efficient than the conventional gasoline vehicles because PHEVs can 
reproduce the wasted energy by using regenerative braking system. Moreover, the battery pack 
Model 
Miles per 
gallon of 
gasoline 
equivalent 
Max range (mi) 
Electricity 
only 
Electrici
ty+Gas 
Cost 
($/yr) 
Chargin
g time 
 
Batter
y 
(kWh) Electricity Total 
$/25 
mi 
kWh/ 
25 mi 
Toyota 
Prius 
2012 
95 11 540 0.38 3.2 950 
3 hr/ 
120V or 
1.5 hr/ 
240V 
4.4  
Ford 
C-Max 
Energi 
2013 
100 20 550 0.85 7.1 950 
2.5hr/ 
240V or 
7hr/110V 
7.6  
Ford 
Fusion 
2013 
100 21 620 0.85 7.1 950 N/A 7.6  
Chevy 
Volt 
2013 
98 38 380 1.08 9 1000 4hr/240V 16.5  
Fisker 
Karma 
2012 
54 50 300 1.87 15.5 1750 6hr/220V 20.1  
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in PHEVs can be charged by components within the vehicle (engine generator or regenerative 
braking) and by outlet from home or elsewhere. Therefore, the battery pack of the PHEVs has 
extra capacity compared to that of the common hybrid vehicle. With a larger capacity, the 
PHEVs are able to run on all-electric mode for an extended range, which means the car uses 
electricity instead of gasoline. By using a cheaper energy source, the PHEVs are an economical 
choice for prospective buyers and also help to reduce the dependence on oil. Using less gas, the 
PHEVs also reduce significantly harmful gas emissions. 
PHEVS run on gasoline and electricity, therefore, whenever the batteries are out of 
charge, the PHEVs will switch to the gasoline-powered generator. Thus, unlike EVs, PHEVs 
always provide back-up for drivers to recharge the battery, to provide electric power and to the 
electric motor. The gasoline engine in the PHEVs eliminates their anxiety concerns of being 
stranded by a depleted battery before arriving to their destination. PHEVs also guarantee a 
similar driving range as conventional gasoline-powered vehicles. 
However, the PHEVs have their own disadvantages. One of the biggest disadvantages is 
its initial cost. Plug-in hybrid batteries are more expensive than hybrid batteries, so in general the 
PHEVs cost more than the HEVs and much more than conventional gasoline-powered vehicle. 
Additionally, by the time the batteries pay for themselves and save money by using electricity 
instead of gas, their range is reduced considerably. The PHEVs is much tougher on the battery, 
causing fewer cycles for the battery’s lifespan. This means, on a full charge, the PHEVs can go a 
less distance than HEVs. 
Besides, even though the battery technology has advanced significantly, most of PHEVs 
on the road have a limited range compared to conventional vehicles. Thus, it is impossible for 
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PHEVs to go on a road trip or long vacation solely by electric-powered engine. In these cases, 
the gasoline engine will pretty much do all of the work. This can cause reduced mileage over a 
long trip because your car is carrying unwanted weight in batteries plus the gasoline engine. [22]  
Charging battery is also a disadvantage of the PHEVs. Since PHEVs need to be plugged 
in so this is a big problem for people who live in an apartment or park on the street. Residents of 
big cities, who do not have garages or a driveway with available power outlets, are also less 
likely to purchase PHEVs. Moreover, PHEVs batteries take quite a long time to be fully charged, 
from three to seven hour when charging at 120V and from 1.5 to four hour when charging at 
240V. 
 
2.2 BATTERY TECHNOLOGY 
2.2.1 LEAD-ACID BATTERY 
In 1859, Gaston Plante, a French physicist, developed the first lead acid battery. The 
battery was rechargeable and designed in order to store electrical engineering. The battery had 
pure lead plates emerged in sulfuric acid electrolyte. Nowadays, lead-acid batteries consist of a 
porous lead (Pb) negative electrode, a lead-dioxide (PbO2) positive electrode, and a sulfuric acid 
electrolyte (H2SO4). At the surface of the lead negative electrode, the charged sulfate ion 
approaches uncharged lead atom on the surface of electrode. Lead atom becomes ionized and 
forms ionic bond with sulfate ion. Two electrons are released into lead electrode and energy is 
released. The chemical reaction at the lead electrode is: 
Pb + SO4
-2 -> PbSO4 + 2 e
- 
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At the surface of the positive electrode, the charged sulfate and hydrogen ions approach 
lead dioxide molecule. Lead atom changes ionization and forms ionic bond with sulfate ion and 
two water molecules are released into solution 
PbO2 + SO4
-2 + 4H+ + 2 e- PbSO4 + 2 H2O 
Net charge of two electrons is transferred from the electrode into electrolyte. Both half 
reactions cause the electrodes to become coated with lead acid sulfate and reduce concentration 
of the acid electrode. The reaction of lead and lead oxide with the sulfuric acid electrolyte 
produces a voltage, which is approximately 2V for a lead-acid cell on open circuit.  
Modern lead acid batteries in vehicles, as known as starter lighting ignition (SLI) 
batteries, have deep cycle to power the vehicles. They are applied in the automotive industry 
mostly for starting internal combustion engines and for providing the energy to power electrical 
equipment in vehicles, such as lights, windows, and displays. They are also used in special-
purpose transportation devices such as underground mining conveyances, submarines, golf carts, 
milk and postal delivery trucks, and small electrically powered cars and trucks.  
However, lead-acid batteries that are intended for traditional tasks such as SLI do not 
meet energy and power requirements for hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). They have been 
bypassed in favor of nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) and Lithium-ion batteries for current hybrid 
application. Most of the disadvantage is due to the negative plates. The negative plates cannot 
accept high charging current generated on regenerative breaking. The high molar mass of lead at 
the negative plates also reduces specific energy and power of the battery.  In addition, at the 
electrodes, lead and lead dioxide are converted into lead sulphate and vice versa. Therefore, the 
microscopic electrode structure is destroyed and rebuilt during each charge/discharge cycle, 
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eventually resulting in gradual disintegration of the porous electrode structure. Besides, water in 
the aqueous acid electrolyte and lead in the positive current collectors are thermodynamically 
unstable at the equilibrium cell voltage. Hence, side reactions such as water loss, hydrogen 
evolution and grid corrosion can happen. The electrolyte is not inert, but consumed in the 
discharge reaction, leading to various issues such as transport limitation and acid concentration 
gradients that in turn lead to an inhomogeneous current distribution. That consequently results in 
localized overcharge or undercharge, which causes sulfation during shallow cycling at partial 
SOC.  The accumulation of lead sulfate prevented lead acid batteries from achieving a sufficient 
level of operation required for heavy duty performance in hybrid electric vehicles. Compared to 
other types of batteries such as NiMH and Li-ion, lead acid batteries in electric vehicle also take 
a longer time to be fully charged, 8 to 16 hours. The 80% discharge cycles before replacement of 
lead acid battery is 1000, lower than that of NiMH (2000) and Li-ion (+1000). 
Many approaches have been adopted to solve the problems of the conventional lead acid 
batteries. There has been a considerable progress in reducing the weight of inactive materials, 
optimizing the active materials and improving the electrolyte mix. Those techniques improve 
significantly the maximum energy density from 35 Wh/kg to 45 kW/kg and maximum power 
density from 150 W/kg to 250 W/kg. The life cycle has been increased from 1000 to 1500. [23] To 
minimize the effects of corrosion, lead-antimony alloy and grid structure are developed.  
At the end of the twentieth century, a further development of advanced lead-acid battery, 
the valve-regulated battery (VRLA battery) was developed as a result of significant function 
revision. The VRLA battery is sealed to the atmosphere and based on the recombination of the 
gas inside the cell to avoid hydrogen gas emission. During the latter stage of charging and during 
charging, the oxygen evolved diffuses and reaches the negative electrode where it is recombined 
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into water. The VRLA, therefore, requires no water maintenance and is also referred as 
maintenance-free battery. The VRLA battery is further classified as gel battery and absorption 
lass mat (AGM) battery. In 1960s, German engineers introduced the first commercial “spill-
proof” lead acid battery, also known as a “gel cell”. Its electrolyte is the mixture of sulfuric acid 
and microsilica, forming a gel-like and immobile substance. This gel is gradually dried out, 
creating tiny cracks and fissures which allow oxygen to diffuse from positive plate to negative 
plate. Compared to a wet-cell lead acid battery, the gel battery prevents accidental spills, 
electrolyte leaks. The gel battery is also maintaince-free due to gel-like electrolyte. In 1985, the 
AGM sealed battery was originally developed for military aircraft and then improved for further 
purposes. Sulfuric acid electrolyte in the AGM battery is filled just enough to be partially 
absorbed by a fiberglass mat. Thus, the oxygen generated from positive plate can diffuse through 
the mat and reach to the negative electrode. Once the oxygen is decreased at the negative 
electrode, the lead is oxidized to lead sulfate. This prevents the negative plate from becoming 
fully charged and ensures hydrogen does not evolve. AGM battery has low internal resistance, 
high specific power and up to five times faster charge than batteries using wet technology. AGM 
battery is also able to withstand low temperature, so it is used widely for marine, motor home 
and robotic applications. [24] However, AGM battery is sensitive to overcharging, which is often 
caused by long drive and has potential for combustion due to overpressure. [25] 
The main advantages of VRLA batteries is maintenance-free and elimination of gassing. 
Since the VRLA does not need to add water, the routine required maintaince as for wet batteries 
is eliminated. The periodic cleaning and servicing are significantly reduced due to the 
elimination of water spilled and corrosion of terminals. Besides, there is no hydrogen gas 
evolution from the battery because the battery is sealed and the gas is recombined into water 
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inside the container. Hence, the VRLA does not require any ventilation. Due to the 
immobilization of the electrolyte, the batteries can be operated in any orientation without fear of 
acid spill. [26] 
Nevertheless, as a result of the move from flooded to the sealed design, the failure 
mechanism is possible to occur. If the cell is overfilled initially, the cell will behave as flooded 
cell so the hydrogen and oxygen gas can evolve and released through the valve. Due to sulfation 
of negative plate, it is difficult to recharge the battery, resulting in a short service life service in 
HEVs. The initial cost of the VRLA battery is considerably low compared to other types of 
batteries but due to short service life, its running cost is more expensive. Additionally, the 
required stage of charge (SoC) for VRLA under HEV applications is within 30-70% SoC, so the 
battery cannot deliver the required cranking current when the SoC is below 30%. On the other 
hand, the battery cannot accept charge efficiently either from regenerative braking or from 
engine charging when SoC is above 70%). [27] Many approaches have been adopted to resolve 
these problems of VRLA lead acid batteries, resulting in advanced lead–acid batteries suitable 
for HEV applications. Recently, a new battery as known as ultra-battery has been produced by 
Furukawa Battery Co. of Japan, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization 
(CSIRO) of Australia and tested by the Advanced Lead-Acid Battery Consortium (ALABC) 
which is headquartered in North Carolina. This new battery combined a carbon asymmetric 
supercapacitor electrode with lead acid battery negative plate to obtain a better regulation of 
charge and discharge of energy, as shown in figure X. On the other words, the supercapacitor 
consists of a lead dioxide positive plate and a carbon-based negative plate. 
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Figure 1. Configuration of ultra-battery [27] 
The ultra-battery gives a higher specific capacity compare to lead acid batter and 
significantly enhanced life cycle. The development leads to an approximately 50% higher charge 
power and at least three times longer cycle life than conventional batteries. Besides, the 
hydrogen gassing rate is lower. The discharge and charge power have been improved by 50-60%, 
respectively, so the ultra-battery can operate at wider depth of discharge but still provide and 
receive similar power level to conventional VRLA battery. The supercapacity and VRLA system 
has total cost of $1070, which is higher than that of Li-ion system ($1020) and NiMH ($660). 
However, the VRLA battery in this system is only US$ 70 and the rest is due to costs of 
supercapacitor and dc/dc converter.  
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2.2.2 NICKEL METAL HYDRIDE BATTERY 
A. NiMH BATTERY CHEMISTRY 
Nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries have been one of the most commercially 
important battery systems for vehicle propulsion applications. NiMH batteries consist of a 
positive electrode containing nickel hydroxide as its principal material and a negative plate 
composed of hydrogen-absorbing alloys. The electrolyte of NiMH batteries is an aqueous 
solution consisting of mostly potassium hydroxide. When charging, at the negative electrode, the 
water in the electrolyte is decomposed into hydrogen atoms, which are then absorbed into the 
alloy, and hydroxyl ion as shown below in which M is the hydrogen-absorbing alloy. 
M + H2O + e
-  MH + OH- 
Meanwhile, at the positive electrode, the charge reaction is based on the oxidation of 
nickel hydroxide. 
Ni(OH)2 + OH
-  NiOOH + H2O + e- 
During discharging, the hydrogen is desorbed and combined with a hydroxyl ion to form 
water at the negative electrode of NiMH batteries. At the positive electrode, nickel oxyhyroxide 
(NiOOH) is reduced to nickel hydroxide (NiOOH). The discharge reactions at the positive and 
negative electrodes are shown below. 
MH + OH-  M + H2O + e- 
NiOOH + H2O + e
-  Ni(OH)2 + OH- 
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The main principle behind a NiMH battery is that hydrogen transport from the positive to 
negative electrode during charge and reverse during discharge. On the other hand, there is no 
increase or decrease in the electrolyte.  
B. HYDROGEN-ABSORBING ALLOYS 
Hydrogen-absorbing alloys have a comparably short history compared to the discovery of 
NiFe, MgNi and LaNi alloys. They are able to absorb hydrogen to about a thousand times of 
their own volume, generating metal hydrides and releasing the hydrogen that they absorbed. The 
hydrogen-absorbing alloys combine metal A, whose hydrides generate heat exothermically, with 
metal B, whose hydrides generate heat endothermic ally to produce the suitable e binding energy 
so that hydrogen can be absorbed and released at or around normal temperature and pressure 
levels. There are many types of alloys depending on how metals A and B are combined such as 
AB (TiFe, etc), AB2 (ZnMn2, etc) and so on.  
C. MAJOR ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF NiMH BATTERIES 
NiMH batteries were dominant in early EVs application because of its excellent 
performance, environmental friendliness and safety. Compared to lead acid batteries, NiMH 
batteries have a higher energy density and specific energy. EVs NiMH batteries operate well in 
320V AC propulsion or 180V DC propulsion systems and have a wide variety of cell capacities. 
The volumetric performance of NiMH is exceptional, offering vehicle designers a small size 
battery package. The electrolyte of NiMH batteries is highly conductive and considerably 
constant over the entire range of state and recharge. Additionally, it does not interfere with the 
cell reaction to any significant extent, leading to a long life (600 to 1200 cycles if discharged to 
80% ) and high power performance. The batteries can be sealed, so they don’t require 
maintenance and don’t have leakage issues. [28] 
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One of the main disadvantages of NiMH batteries is its high cost. Compared to lead acid, 
they are four times more expensive. Other disadvantage is a high discharge rate which is greater 
than that of lead acid or lithium-ion batteries, memory effects and deterioration when stored for 
long periods of time. In addition, NiMH batteries are intolerant to extremely high temperatures. 
At temperatures above 40° C , the electrode charge efficiency drops rapidly, resulting in more 
heat in the battery, which lower the lifetime of the batteries. NiMH batteries also show a 
reduction in lifespan when they are operated at a temperatures higher than about 45°C.  [29][30] 
D. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
NiMH batteries contain mainly 30-50% nickel, 4-15% potassium hydroxide.  The other 
components are generally 2.5-8% cobalt, 5-10% zinc or other similar metals. The main toxic 
material of NiMH batteries is cobalt in the NiMHs. Although nickel is toxic, it can be recycled 
and does not significantly bioaccumulate, which would affect the living organisms. Potassium 
hydroxide does not have much environmental threat, but still can cause personal injury if the 
batteries leak.  Besides, cobalt in NiMH batteries is also a carcinogenic compound, which leads 
to lung, kidney cancer, and other medical problems for exposed industrial workers. [31] 
 
2.2.3 LITHIUM-ION BATTERY 
Electric Vehicles batteries, or traction batteries, have been developed significantly over 
the last few decades. Evolving from lead acid, nickel metal hydride to lithium-ion, the energy 
density has improved significantly. Various experiment in cathode, anode and electrolyte 
materials have been conducted to improve battery life cycles, specific charge capacity, and 
power density and to reduce the charging time. 
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A. ANODE MATERIALS 
A conventional Lithium-ion battery (LIB) would have a LiCoO2 cathode and a graphite 
anode that are separated by a porous membrane, soaked in a non-aqueous liquid electrolyte. With 
a theoretical specific charge capacity of 289mAh g-1 for a nickel metal hydride battery (Ni/MH), 
[32] LIB has long been a better alternative source of power in electronic devices, and in electric 
vehicles (EV) with a higher capacity of 370mAhg-1. [33] Much research has been done on 
alternative anode materials that would give a higher power density or energy density to reach the 
requirement of an EV. There are three representative types of metal oxides used in the anode of 
LIB, including tin dioxide (SnO2), titanium dioxide (TiO2), and many other transition metal 
oxides. They have a variety of specific charge capacity, generally much higher than that of 
graphite anode, which depends on their structures. In recent research conducted by Hao Bin Wu 
and Xiong Wen Lou at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore, nanotechnology has 
been applied to the structures of the stated anode materials to increase their charge capacity. 
Tin dioxide is used during “alloying/dealloying processes to reversibly store/release Li 
ion during charge/discharge” cycle. [33] Working at low potential, SnO2 has a high capacity of 
790mAhg-1; however, due to its volume expansion and contraction during cycling, that capacity 
fades significantly in a short time. Experiments on variations of its structure have been 
conducted, including SnO2-based hollow structured, 2D nanosheets, and amorphous carbon 
coating on tin dioxide. Nevertheless, further problems are detected, once cycling performance 
has been improved: volumetric capacity starts falling. For example, SnO2 hollow nanospheres 
has a high initial discharge capacity of 1140 mAhg-1 during the first cycle, yet its capacity 
gradually decreases to a comparable theoretical value of graphite after only 30 cycles. [34] Further 
improvements on cycling stability are made by putting nanocomposite between SnO2 and α-
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Fe2O3,
 [35] achieving an initial discharge capacity of around 1600 mAh g-1. [33] Furthermore, tin 
dioxide nanosheet-based hierarchical structure, consisting of 1D nanowire or nanorods and 2D 
nanosheets, has a high reversible capacity of approximately 520mAhg-1 at a low current density 
of 160mAg-1 after 50 cycles within 0.01-1.2V. Another variation in tin dioxide is uniform 
carbon-coated SnO2 nanocolloids that reach 440mAhg
-1 at a higher current density of 300 mAg-1 
after 100 cycles, which surpasses capacity of typical SnO2 nanoparticles. Researchers have also 
designed coaxial SnO2 and carbon hollow spheres with remarkable capacity retention. Around 
460mAhg-1 is obtained after 100 cycles at a current density of 625mAg-1. [33] All the above 
examples signify what an important role nanotechnology, especially nanostruture engineering, 
has on the future of LIBs. 
In terms of titanium dioxide, lithium ion is “inserted/deinserted into/out of TiO2 crystal 
framework.” [33] Generally this metal oxide has a low capacity of only around 170mAhg-1 at a 
high potential, making it a very unattractive anode materials. However, it has many advantages 
to be a great material to be charged and discharged at high current rates for extended cycling, 
such as its “ease of structural tailoring, low V expansion upon lithiation, good stability, [and] 
lack of Li plating.” [33] Similar to SnO2, TiO2 has some of its own problems like low electronic 
and ionic conductivities. Again nanostructure engineering helps improving its performance with 
different designs of TiO2. For instance, anatase TiO2 nanosheets have lower irreversible capacity 
loss of 5-15% in its first charge/discharge cycle compared to 30-40% for other anatase TiO2-
based anodes. Besides, despite its low reversible capacity of 120mAhg-1, TiO2 nanosheets show 
negligible capacity fading when the current density is double to 20C. This characteristic 
emphasizes its stability during cycling. Besides anatase, the most electrochemical active form of 
titanium dioxide, researches have also been done on TiO2 in rutile phase. Unusual MoO3-
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stabilized rutile TiO2 hybrid nanomaterial has a reversible capacity of almost 180mAhg
-1 after 
100 cycles at 600mAg-1. Carbon has also been used in this anode material to create carbon-
supported TiO2 nanosheets with a high reversible specific capacity of 110mAhg
-1
 at a 
charge/discharge rate of 50C. In general, TiO2 has been able to prove its stable performance at 
different discharge rate. As soon as more nanostructures of this material are developed to 
increase titanium dioxide conductivity, TiO2 would be a very promising anode material in place 
of graphite. 
Apart from SnO2 and TiO2, many transition metal oxides (TMOs) have been investigated 
as alternative by having them react with lithium ion via an unusual conversion reaction. TMOs 
are chosen due to their high generated specific capacity. [36] Iron oxides and manganese oxides 
are good examples for their abundance and ease of preparation. Using etching treatment, 
hematite (α-Fe2O3) has higher reversible capacity of 662mAhg-1 retained at the end of 100 
charge/discharge cycles compared to just 341mAhg-1. Furthermore, if a quasi-emulsion 
environment with micro-heterogeneities is created for well-defined phase-pure α-Fe2O3 hollow 
spheres, this anode material would achieve a high reversible capacity of 710mAhg-1 at the end of 
100 charge/discharge cycles, higher than just normal hematite microparticles. Another forward 
step for hematite would be phase-pure α-Fe2O3 nanotubes, achieving around 1000mAhg-1 with 
good capacity retention upon extended cycling. Another transition metal oxide would be Co3O4 
nanotubes with almost complete capacity retention of 100mAhg-1 during first 30 cycles, then it 
decreases to a comparable value with graphite after 80 cycles. For manganese oxide, porous 
hierarchical spheres assembled from polythiophene-coated ultrathin MnO2 nanosheets have a 
high reversible capacity of 500mAhg-1 retained after 100 charge/discharge cycles at a high 
current density of 500mAg-1. [33] As a very promising nanostructured anode material, MoO3 has a 
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capacity of 1050mAhg-1 by optimizing coin cell configuration. Better reversibility could be 
achieved by pre-heating the electrodes at a range of high temperature of 250-300°C. [37] 
B. CATHODE MATERIALS 
The cathode material greatly affects the cell voltage and capacities; also, it is the limiting 
factor for Li transportation rate in LIB technology. Therefore, there has been a lot of research on 
different cathode materials and structures. Researchers at University of California San Diego 
have summarized six main groups of cathode materials, which are transition metal intercalation 
oxides that are of great interest to be implemented in PHEVs and EVs. Criteria of strong cathode 
material include energy density, rate capability, cycling performance, safety and cost. While the 
energy density is determined by the material’s reversible capacity and operating voltage, the rate 
capability and cycling performances depend on electronic, ionic mobility, and particle 
morphologies. [38]  
Layered compounds LiMO2 have been commercialized as cathode materials with 
LiCoO2; however, it could only deliver half of its theoretical density (about 140 mAhg
-1). Hence, 
various transition metal ions have been tested, including Ni and Mn. LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2, which is 
thermally stable up to 300 degrees C, has been proved to have a better charge/discharge voltages 
around 3.6-4.3V with a large reversible capacity (~200 mAhg-1) that can be obtained at low rate 
(C/20) with little capacity fading even after 100 cycles.  [39][40] Nevertheless, due to its low rate 
capability, a new compound of LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 is created that can deliver similar reversible 
capacity with LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 but has a higher operation voltage from 3.6 to 4.7 V. Moreover, 
90% of the capacity can be retained after 200 cycles at room temperature and 84% of the 
capacity can be retained even at a discharge rate as high as 20C. [41] Another way to improve the 
commercialized LiCoO2 is to introduce extra Li ions into LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2, then the theoretical 
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capacity could be increase from 200 to 300 mAhg-1. In addition, a layer of Al2O3 coating 
improves the cycling performance and rate capabilities of the material. [42] Overall, the layered 
oxides LiMO2 have high energy densities, but the reversible capacities are limited by the 
intrinsic structural instability at low lithium concentrations and high voltages. For the cobalt-free 
lithium nickel manganese oxides, their intrinsic low rate capability makes them an undesirable 
cathode material for commercialized LIBs. [39] 
The spinel compounds LiM2O4 is another common research interest, where LiMn2O4 has 
been studied extensively to improve its capacity. Current research substitutes Mn with other 
metal ions, such as inactive ions like Mg, Al, Zn or transition metal ions like Fe, Co, Ni, to 
improve cycling performance of spinel materials. Among different investigated compounds, 
LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 shows the best overall electro-chemical performances with 4.1 V to 4.7 V 
voltage. This high discharge voltage improves the energy density and enables the material to be 
coupled with anode materials that have better safety and higher voltage. Also, its experimental 
reversible capacity is 140 mAhg-1, only 7 mAhg-1 smaller than the theoretical capacity. Besides, 
it exhibits little capacity fading after 50 cycles in room temperature. [38] However, synthesis of 
phase-pure LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 is difficult because there are usually impurities like nickel oxides and 
lithium nickel oxides. [43] An optimization method for this compound is to dope a small amount 
of metal ions such as Cu, Co, or Fe. Even though the energy density, the material cycling 
performance and rate capability may improve, the high voltage capacity is shortened; therefore, 
the overall reversible capacity is reduced. [44] Recently nano-engineering has been widely used in 
the research for alternative cathode materials, since the nano-sized particles increase the surface 
areas for increasing surface reactions. Hence, the rate capability of the nano-sized LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 
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has been highly improved. [45] In summary, the spinel material has high energy density, perfect 
structural stability and good cycling performance under certain modifications. 
Among many olivine compounds LiMPO4, LiFePO4 is very promising due to its 
excellent electrochemical properties, as well as its low cost, non-toxicity, excellent thermal 
stability and environment friendliness. Its poor rate capability from poor intrinsic electronic 
conductivity has been improved using three different approaches: coating the particles with a 
conductive film, modifying the particle size, and doping either Li or Fe sites with other metal 
ions. [38] By coating LiFePO4 with a conductive carbon layer, more than 90% of theoretical 
capacity can be achieved at 80 degree C in a polymer electrolyte cell. [46] If the surface is 
modified with glass lithium phosphate phase, a capacity as high as 130 mAhg-1 at 50C is 
achieved and there is no fading even at 60C after 50 cycles. [47] Overall, olivine LiFePO4 has a 
lower voltage than LiCoO2 but its low cost, long life and environmental friendliness promote it 
as a possible commercialized cathode materials. However, the low intrinsic conductivity needs to 
be improved, since the size reduction and carbon coating increases the synthesis cost drastically. 
[38] 
Another group of potential cathode material is silicate compounds Li2MSiO4. LiFeSiO4 
can deliver a theoretical capacity up to 166 mAhg-1 for the extraction of one Li ion and 33 mAhg-
1 when two Li ions are extracted. However, practically it only has an initial charge capacity of 
165 mAhg-1  that stabilizes around 140 mAhg
-1. Carbon-coated nanoparticles of this compound 
improves the reversible capacity to 150 mAhg-1 at 25 degree C and 200 mAhg-1 at 55 degree C. 
[48] LiMnSiO4 is another compound whose electrochemical properties are improved with carbon 
coating, but its structural instability causes the capacity to fade to 140 mAhg-1  after 10 cycles. 
Therefore, LiFeSiO4  is a more desirable cathode material that is capable of achieving 150-160 
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mAhg-1 at room temperature with great cycling retention and an exceptional structural stability. 
In addition, it performs even better at elevated temperatures. [38] 
Tavorite compounds LiMPO4F is a derivative class of the olivine structure, where 
LiVPO4F represents the typical material. LiVPO4F has a discharge capacity around 140 mAhg
-1 
with average discharge voltage of 4.05 V; in addition, it has great cycling performance since 
90% of the initial capacity remains after 400 cycles at C/2 rate. [49] It also exhibits good rate 
capability, retaining 90% of the capacity when charged at 2C rate, and a superior thermal 
stability up to 175 degree C. LiFePO4F, another compound under close study, shows excellent 
capacity retention of 150 mAhg-1 over 40 cycles even at elevated temperature as well. [50] 
Overall, tavorite materials have the potential to replace olivine in the future, once their energy 
density has improved more. 
Borate compounds LiMBO3 are recently studied since it ensures higher theoretical energy 
density than other polyanion cathode materials. LiFeBO3/C composite has high discharge 
capacity values 158.3 mAhg-2 at 5mAg-1 and 122.9 mAhg-1 at 50 mAg-1. Its theoretical capacity 
has been optimized till 200 mAgh-1 at C/20 rate, and more than 75% of the theoretical capacity 
can be achieved at 2C rate. [51] As one of the newest cathode materials being studied, borate 
compounds LiMBO3 are studied to optimize its performance under the operation conditions of 
LIB applications.  
Overall, there are a wide variety of cathode materials that are under extensive research to 
improve their energy density, power density, life cycle, as well as their safety. Nano-structured 
synthesis and surface modification have been greatly implemented and are still improving, in 
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order to identify the most cost-effective and scalable synthesis methods to manufacture a LIB 
that can be efficient in a pure EV.  
C. ELECTROLYTE MATERIALS 
One of the most interested technologies now lies in a new form of polymer-based 
electrolyte.  
The most common problem with lithium ion battery comes from the organic liquid 
electrolyte, which can cause sparks and ultimately an explosion, especially in case of collision. 
For instance, the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, relying on electronic systems rather than hydraulic or 
mechanical systems, had problems of leaked electrolyte liquid, as reported by the US Federal 
Aviation Administration [52], which would possibly lead to an explosion. Therefore, a nonorganic 
or solid electrolyte would overturn this current problem. Lithium polymer batteries (LiPB) use 
thick polymer separator, such as polyethylene oxide or polyacrylonitrile composite, with addition 
of polymer gel [53] to make the optimal condition lower than the required 80-90 degree C. [54] 
They are more resistant to changes in temperature, have a longer life cycle, and hold their 
charges 1.25 times longer compared to nickel metal hydride, the mainstream technology for 
hybrid electric vehicles. Compared to lithium-ion, LiPB have more than 1000 cycle life, whereas 
the wet electrolyte lithium-ion only have more than 500.[55] This has been proved with the 
thermal imaging test conducted by Hyundai. [53] Moreover, the energy densities of LiPB are in 
prospect with the lithium ion batteries. SPEEK solid electrolyte, consisting of a lithium salt, 
sulfonated polyetheretherketone, and a polar aprotic solvent, has been proved to have excellent 
thermal stability that is suitable for high temperature operation, as in electric vehicles. [56] 
Bollore Batscap has been able to develop 110Wh/kg metal polymer batteries at module 
level compared to 150Wh/kg at cell level with Li-ion. The cathode in this case is a plastic 
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composite composed of vanadium oxide, electrolyte and carbon. [54] As discussed above in the 
cathode section, nanotechnology appears to play an important role in improving cathode 
materials. Nanostructured vanadium oxide has proved to have higher energy densities and higher 
power densities, which is suitable for electric and hybrid vehicles.[55] As a result, batteries 
developed by Bollore Batscap could have better performances with the implement of new 
cathode and anode materials. In this case, graphene sheets could be used to increase the surface 
area, in order to reduce the anode current density. This would lengthen the dendrite initiation 
time as well as decrease the growth rate of a dendrite. [56] 
Besides the light weight and no leakage problem, rechargeable lithium polymer batteries 
also have another major advantage to other types of Li-ion batteries. Their complete cell is of 
ultra-thin films “with a thickness of a few microns.” They can be stacked or formed into any 
shape, depending on their applications. Various changes in the thickness will lead to either a high 
energy or a high power configuration. [54] Since battery weight is a major problem to electric car 
manufacturers, these batteries’ light weight together with their flexibility allow better design, 
smaller space, and better performance of electric vehicles (EVs). Besides, LiPB have better cell-
to-cell consistency than lithium-ion, proved by Hyundai Blue Drive hybrid car testing. [53]   
As discussed in earlier sections, improvements of cathode and anode materials could 
significantly increase the specific charge capacity, and resulting in higher energy and power 
densities. Moreover, with the polymer-based electrolyte, the cycle life could be improved as 
well. The right combination of cathode, anode and separator could result in the future battery for 
EVs.  
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2.3 BATTERY RECYCLING PROCESSES 
As main components of batteries, metals play an important role in the production of 
different types of battery. Since PEVs and EVs are gaining popularity in the United States, 
battery recycling processes become essential in alleviating material scarcity as well as avoiding 
energy use in metals mining. Even though Argonne National Laboratory has demonstrated that 
lithium demand can be met even with a rapid growth of EVs till 2050, the government requires 
an efficient recycling process especially for LIBs. Battery reuse is not as well-received as battery 
recycling, since reuse takes battery directly back to lower-performance use, delays return of 
material for recycling, and increases peak demand for virgin material. [57] 
Even though LIBs are 100% recyclable, there are only a few facilities like Toxco Inc. that 
offer a full recycling process for LIBs. As a recipient of Department of Energy funding, Toxco 
has been able to construct a large format advanced battery recycling facility to provide long term 
services and solutions to the EV industry. [58] The facility inventories incoming lithium battery 
waste in earth covered concrete storage bunkers. Since lithium is normally explosively reactive 
at room temperature, the cryogenic process at the company cools it to -325 degree F after all the 
residual electrical energy has been removed from the batteries. Afterwards the batteries are 
safely sheared or shredded followed by separating the materials. While metals from the batteries 
are collected and sold, the lithium components are converted to lithium carbonate for resale. 
Hazardous electrolytes are neutralized to form stable compounds and residual plastic castings 
and miscellaneous components are recovered for appropriate recycling. Due to lithium’s reactive 
characteristics, most of the lithium recycling process is remote controlled.  
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For non-lithium batteries, including NiMH and lead acid batteries, the flat anode/cathode 
plates are broken to expose recyclable materials. Most of the metals like lead, nickel, silver and 
other materials are separated and sold. Electrolyte is drained and neutralized. [59] 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this study is to predict the future of electric vehicles: whether replacing 
all gasoline vehicles with electric vehicles within the next 25 years is possible. The team reached 
the conclusion after accomplishing the following objectives:  
 Research on current electric vehicles and their battery technology. 
 Predict the future of power plants in order to generate enough electricity to charge pure 
electric vehicles.  
 Calculate and compare the environmental effects between gasoline-based and electric 
vehicles, which include their manufacturing, operating and running process’s carbon 
dioxide emission. 
 
3.1 BACKGROUND RESEACH 
The team interviewed a hybrid and a plug-in electric vehicle owners. The owners were 
asked about their reasons of buying vehicles, and feedback on the cars’ daily use. The team 
recorded their cars’ driving distance, charging time, and the cost to recharge the battery, as well 
as the advantages and disadvantages of owning an electric vehicle. 
Through all the electric vehicles available on the market from 2011-2013 database, the 
team searched for the most powerful, popular and affordable vehicle to use as a standard vehicle 
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for the rest of the study. Nissan Leaf was selected because of its high driving distance (70 miles 
per full charge) with an affordable price ($35,000) and a low recharging cost (3.5 cents/mile). 
The literature review also includes different types of battery technology, including lead-
acid, nickel metal hydride, and lithium-ion. Their chemistry as well as the anode, cathode, and 
electrolyte materials was also looked at, in order to provide a brief up-to-date overview of the 
current progress of battery technology. 
  
3.2 FUTURE VISION OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
We computed the electricity generation required to recharge all of those vehicles if all 
current gasoline vehicles are replaced by electric vehicles (a Nissan Leaf in this case). Based on 
the current electricity generation data, and assuming that there will be an increase percentage of 
power generation every year, we calculated how many additional coal-fired and nuclear power 
plants needed to be built in the next 25 years to meet the requirements. Electric vehicles also 
have significantly lower driving distance than gasoline vehicles. Therefore there requires more 
charging stations. We discussed about installing suitable charging stations for parking locations 
so that they are cost efficient and cause less electricity overload. 
We calculated greenhouse gas emission from electric vehicles, which includes 
manufacturing and operating processes, then compared the results to the statistical data of the 
current greenhouse gas emission from gasoline vehicles. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 CHARGING STATIONS 
There are 128,887 gasoline stations across the United States. [60] According to the 
government Alternative Fuel Data Center, there are only about 5,600 public electric stations in 
the U.S, [61] which have around 16,300 outlets available. [62] With the current lack of electric 
charging stations, there are software packages that help drivers with PEV to search for routes 
with electric charging stations to reach their destination. Assuming a typical gasoline-based 
vehicle needs 5 minutes to fill a full tank, a PEV will need 4 times more than that (20 minutes) to 
reach full charge using “DC fast charging”. Therefore, if people fully switch to PEVs in the 
future, in order to supply all the demand energy, it will require more electric charging stations 
than the current number of gasoline stations (128,887), maybe as many as four times the number 
of gasoline stations. This would create problems since there would be much more land needed in 
order to installed more electric stations.  
The advantage of electric charging stations is they are much smaller than the regular 
gasoline stations, so a viable method to address this issue is installing electric stations in parking 
locations. Therefore they can get installed in the parking lots without taking up too much space. 
This method also reduces the four-times number of gasoline stations needed stated above. For 
example, if everyone arrives at work at 9 a.m., plugs in their PEVs using DC fast charging, it 
would create an overload of electricity consumption for half an hour. Therefore, separating 
charging levels for different parking locations is needed to help reduce unnecessary overload 
electricity generation.  Level 1 and Level 2 charging are suitable for long-term parking locations, 
such as shopping malls, office parks and parking lots. DC fast charging should only be used in 
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locations where drivers park for less than half an hour, such as convenience stores or fast food 
restaurants. [10]  
The total installation cost of a Level 2 charging station range between $15,000 and 
$18,000. Due to additional hardware requirements associated with high-power operation, a DC 
fast charging station cost noticeably more: $65,000 - $70,000 [10]. The current technology clearly 
have not create an affordable price to install charging stations, making switching to electric 
vehicles in a large scale harder. In order for gasoline vehicles are completely replaced by PEVs 
in the future, the government and private businesses have to be committed to install electric 
charging stations on their property to assure that drivers can find an electric charging station 
within a short driving range. 
  
4.2 POWER GENERATION PROJECTIONS 
In 2011, there were approximately 6594 power plants across the United States, the 
majority of which were natural gas and coal-fired power plants. As natural gas proves to be more 
abundant and cheaper, more efforts have been put into gradually replacing coal-fired with natural 
gas power plants. However, at the moment coal-fired is still the main source of energy 
generation in America. A generated nameplate capacity (GNC) indicates the intended technical 
output of a facility, usually in terms of Megawatts. Table 7 below shows the GNC for each 
source of energy, and it is clear that the capacity that each nuclear power plant would have is the 
highest among the three main energy sources (coal-fired, natural gas, and nuclear energy) 
theoretically. 
In reality, the highest annual capacity per power plant still belongs to nuclear power 
plants. However, due to federal and local regulations, it is very time-consuming to build a 
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nuclear plant. Therefore, coal-fired and natural gas are still the most popular sources of energy. 
Even though there are more abundant sources of natural gas in the USA, the annual capacity is 
much higher for coal-fired than natural gas power plants. In addition, Table 7 also indicates a 
high percentage of total net electricity generation is of coal-fired plants (42%). Hence, coal-fired 
is still a highly-popular energy generation source despite its large carbon dioxide emission. 
Table 6.  Energy generation and consumption in 2011 
Assuming that roughly all 190 million light duty vehicles, short wheel base on the road 
today were pure electric vehicles with the same battery capacity and driving range as the Nissan 
Leaf (0.34kWh/mile), the annual electricity demand for the light duty vehicles, short wheel base 
would be roughly 55% of the existing coal-fired power plants, and 23% of the total net 
generation in 2011. Based on 2011 data from the Department of Energy, 28% of electricity is 
used for transportation sector, where light duty vehicles, short wheel base consume 18% of total 
 
Coal-
fired 
Natural 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Energy 
Other 
Energy 
Sources 
Net 
# Power Plants [63] 589 1646 66 4296 6594 
Generated Nameplate 
Capacity (MW) [64] 
343,757 477,387 107,001 222,802 
1,150,94
7 
Annual Capacity per Power 
Plant (thousands MWh) 
2943 616 11,973 131 N/A 
Annual Net Generation 
(thousands MWh) [65] 
1,733,430 1,013,689 790,204 563,333 
4,100,65
6 
Percentage of Total Net 
Electricity Generation [66] 
42% 25% 19% 14% 100% 
Percentage of Annual 
Nissan Leaf Electricity 
Consumption 
55% 95% 122% 171% 23% 
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generated electricity; 22% for residential sector, and 19% and 31% for commercial and industrial 
sectors respectively. A 5% increase in energy consumption of transportation sector implies a 
smaller share of electricity for other sectors with the current power generation.  
Until 2035 both battery technology and net power generation should improve. Assuming 
that coal-fired and nuclear power plants still produce 42% and 19% respectively of the net power 
generation in America, the number of coal-fired and nuclear power plants are forecasted as in the 
following table 8, 9, 10, and 11. If the annual capacity per coal-fired power plant is to stay 
constant until 2035, the predicted number of coal-fired power plants would be 1,900, in order to 
generate enough electricity to reach 18.9% net electricity consumption of light duty vehicles, 
short wheel base. Furthermore, the annual miles driven are considered to increase 0.9% every 
year, and the annual net generation of coal-fired power plants is expected to increase 5% 
annually. Assuming that Li-ion battery capacity in the Nissan Leaf increases by 10%, its mile per 
gallon equivalent would decrease from 0.34 to 0.30kWh/mile, requiring 1,464 thousands MWh 
per year. Then, according to Table 8 it is estimated that 1,320 additional coal-fired power plants 
would be needed to generate enough electricity to power all light duty vehicle s, short wheel base 
as pure EVs.  
Due to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s regulation, more than 10% of coal-
fired power plants across the USA  are forced to shut down because the older the coal-fired 
power plants, the more pollutants and greenhouse gases  are emitted to the atmosphere. [67][68] 
Another reason leading to the retirement of coal-fired power plants is modest demand growth. 
According to the US Energy information Administration (EIA), the electricity demand growth is 
slowing leading to the declining use of some of the smaller, older, less efficient coal-fired power 
plants. Besides, the environmental compliance costs are so expensive that it is more cost-
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efficient to retire those older power plants than to invest in the modern pollution controls on 
decades-old plants. Additionally, the other costs of “compliance with anticipated and existing 
state laws and regulations” are also a contributing factor to shut down the old and inefficient 
coal-fired power plants. [69] 
Since there are retired coal-fired power plants every year, the needed number of coal-
fired power plants is even greater than 1,320 as calculated. In addition, a lack of land resources 
still poses as an existing constraint for more than a thousand new coal-fired power plant 
constructions. Therefore, if coal-fired power plants are still a big part of electricity generation in 
the future, [70] it is only sufficient to have only pure EVs on the road if the annual capacity per 
coal-fired power plant increases as a relatively fast rate every year. 
In Table 9, all the above criteria are kept, and the annual capacity per coal-fired power 
plant is assumed to increase at a rate of 1.54% and 4%. With a growing demand in electricity, 
due to a greater use of pure EVs, electricity companies would increase their power generation in 
the next few years. Therefore, Table 9 is generated on a basis of two different increasing rates of 
coal-fired power plant capacity. From 1.54% rate of increase, there would still be more than a 
thousand additional coal-fired power plants (1,251 to be exact) to meet the goal of replacing all 
light duty vehicles, short wheel base with pure EVs. At the higher annual growing rate of coal-
fired power plants (4%), only 161 additional coal-fired power plants are to be built in America. 
This forecast indicates a need of advanced technology in coal-fired power plants, in order to 
achieve a more sufficient power generation.
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Table 7. Estimate of coal-fired power plants in the next 25 years – constant annual capacity per power plant 
Year 
Total # 
Power 
Plants 
Annual Capacity 
per Power Plant 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Net Electricity 
Generation 
(thousands MWh) 
Annual Net 
Generation of 
Coal-fired Power 
Plants (thousands 
MWh) 
Annual million miles 
driven 
Annual Nissan 
Leaf Electricity 
Consumption 
(thousands 
MWh) 
% of Annual 
Nissan Leaf 
Electricity 
Consumption  
2010 580 
2,943 
3,905,387 1,650,886 2,814,055 844,217 51.1 
2011 589 4,100,656 1,733,430 2,839,381 851,814 49.1 
2012 618 4,305,689 1,820,102 2,864,936 859,481 47.2 
2013 649 4,520,973 1,911,107 2,890,720 867,216 45.4 
2014 682 4,747,022 2,006,662 2,916,737 875,021 43.6 
2015 716 4,984,373 2,106,995 2,942,987 882,896 41.9 
2016 752 5,233,592 2,212,345 2,969,474 890,842 40.3 
2017 789 5,495,271 2,322,962 2,996,200 898,860 38.7 
2018 829 5,770,035 2,439,110 3,023,165 906,950 37.2 
2019 870 6,058,537 2,561,066 3,050,374 915,112 35.7 
2020 914 6,361,463 2,689,119 3,077,827 923,348 34.3 
2021 959 6,679,537 2,823,575 3,105,528 931,658 33.0 
2022 1,007 7,013,513 2,964,754 3,133,477 940,043 31.7 
2023 1,058 7,364,189 3,112,991 3,161,679 948,504 30.5 
2024 1,111 7,732,398 3,268,641 3,190,134 957,040 29.3 
2025 1,166 8,119,018 3,432,073 3,218,845 965,654 28.1 
2026 1,224 8,524,969 3,603,676 3,247,815 974,344 27.0 
2027 1,286 8,951,218 3,783,860 3,277,045 983,114 26.0 
2028 1,350 9,398,779 3,973,053 3,306,538 991,962 25.0 
2029 1,418 9,868,718 4,171,706 3,336,297 1,000,889 24.0 
2030 1,488 10,362,153 4,380,291 3,366,324 1,009,897 23.1 
2031 1,563 10,880,261 4,599,306 3,396,621 1,018,986 22.2 
2032 1,641 11,424,274 4,829,271 3,427,190 1,028,157 21.3 
2033 1,723 11,995,488 5,070,735 3,458,035 1,037,411 20.5 
2034 1,809 12,595,262 5,324,271 3,489,157 1,046,747 19.7 
2035 1,900 13,225,025 5,590,485 3,520,560 1,056,168 18.9 
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Table 8. Estimate of coal-fired power plants in the next 25 years – increasing annual capacity per power plant 
Year 
# Power 
Plants 
(1.54%) 
Annual 
Capacity per 
Power Plant 
(increase 1.54%) 
(thousands 
MWh) 
# 
Power 
Plants 
(4%) 
Annual 
Capacity per 
Power Plant 
(increase 4%) 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Net 
Electricity 
Generation 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Annual Net 
Generation of 
Coal-fired Power 
Plants (thousands 
MWh) 
Annual 
million 
miles 
driven 
Annual 
Nissan Leaf 
Electricity 
Consumption 
(thousands 
MWh) 
% of 
Annual 
Nissan Leaf 
Electricity 
Consumpti
on 
2010 580 2,846 580 2,846 3,905,387 1,650,886 2,814,055 844,217 51.1 
2011 589 2,943 589 2,943 4,100,656 1,733,430 2,839,381 851,814 49.1 
2012 617 2,948 595 3,061 4,305,689 1,820,102 2,864,936 859,481 47.2 
2013 647 2,952 600 3,183 4,520,973 1,911,107 2,890,720 867,216 45.4 
2014 679 2,957 606 3,310 4,747,022 2,006,662 2,916,737 875,021 43.6 
2015 712 2,961 612 3,443 4,984,373 2,106,995 2,942,987 882,896 41.9 
2016 746 2,966 618 3,581 5,233,592 2,212,345 2,969,474 890,842 40.3 
2017 782 2,970 624 3,724 5,495,271 2,322,962 2,996,200 898,860 38.7 
2018 820 2,975 630 3,873 5,770,035 2,439,110 3,023,165 906,950 37.2 
2019 860 2,979 636 4,028 6,058,537 2,561,066 3,050,374 915,112 35.7 
2020 901 2,984 642 4,189 6,361,463 2,689,119 3,077,827 923,348 34.3 
2021 945 2,989 648 4,356 6,679,537 2,823,575 3,105,528 931,658 33.0 
2022 990 2,993 654 4,531 7,013,513 2,964,754 3,133,477 940,043 31.7 
2023 1038 2,998 661 4,712 7,364,189 3,112,991 3,161,679 948,504 30.5 
2024 1089 3,002 667 4,900 7,732,398 3,268,641 3,190,134 957,040 29.3 
2025 1141 3,007 673 5,096 8,119,018 3,432,073 3,218,845 965,654 28.1 
2026 1197 3,012 680 5,300 8,524,969 3,603,676 3,247,815 974,344 27.0 
2027 1254 3,016 686 5,512 8,951,218 3,783,860 3,277,045 983,114 26.0 
2028 1315 3,021 693 5,733 9,398,779 3,973,053 3,306,538 991,962 25.0 
2029 1379 3,026 700 5,962 9,868,718 4,171,706 3,336,297 1,000,889 24.0 
2030 1445 3,030 706 6,200 10,362,153 4,380,291 3,366,324 1,009,897 23.1 
2031 1515 3,035 713 6,448 10,880,261 4,599,306 3,396,621 1,018,986 22.2 
2032 1589 3,040 720 6,706 11,424,274 4,829,271 3,427,190 1,028,157 21.3 
2033 1666 3,044 727 6,975 11,995,488 5,070,735 3,458,035 1,037,411 20.5 
2034 1746 3,049 734 7,254 12,595,262 5,324,271 3,489,157 1,046,747 19.7 
2035 1831 3,054 741 7,544 13,225,025 5,590,485 3,520,560 1,056,168 18.9 
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An estimate of nuclear power plants in the next 25 years is also generated and shown in 
Tables 10 and 11. The assumption for the increase rate of annual million miles driven used in 
calculations for nuclear power plants is kept consistent with the one used for coal-fired power 
plants (0.9%). The annual net generation of nuclear power plants is expected to increase by 8.5% 
over this time period. Up to 2035, if the portion of electricity generated from nuclear power 
plants still stays as 19% of the net electricity generation, the total number of power plants in the 
United States is 468 with the same annual capacity per power plant. In another words, there 
should be additional 402 nuclear power plants built in order to sufficiently power 190 million 
Nissan Leafs on the road. Since in order to construct or operate a nuclear power plants, a license 
from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission needs to be obtained to assure the safe operations of 
those plants. The entire process from starting the application to completing the new nuclear 
power plant is claimed to be approximately nine years. [71] With such an extended time, it is 
nearly impossible to get a permission and to construct 405 nuclear power plants over 25 years.   
The electrical output of the nuclear power plants can be raised by constructing new plants 
or uprating currently operating plants. Moreover, according to EIA, uprates not only can increase 
U.S nuclear capacity substantially, but also reduce the need to build new reactors. There are three 
types of uprates: Measurement uncertainty recapture (MUR) uprates, stretch uprates and 
extended uprates. The MUR uprates increase the electrical output by less than 2% due to 
implementing enhanced methodologies to calculate reactor power more precisely and/or 
replacing old analog instrument sensors and control systems. The Stretch uprates result in an 
increase of electrical output of 3% to 7% with replacement of older components with newer 
designs and modern materials. The most efficient and also most expensive uprates are extended 
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uprates, which involve major plant modifications and thus, take years to completely implement. 
However, it increases electrical output significantly, by more than 7% and up to 20%. [72] 
Therefore, an estimate of nuclear power plant is evaluated with increasing the annual 
capacity per power plant, as shown in Table 11. The annual net generation of nuclear power 
plants and the annual driven miles are assumed to increase by 8 % and 0.9%, respectively. The 
increase rate of annual capacity per power plants is predicted to be 8%, resulting in an additional 
8 nuclear power plants being constructed over 25 years. If the annual capacity per power plant 
rises up to 8.5%, there would be no need for additional nuclear power plants to meet the 
requirement. These assumed increase rates of annual capacity, 8% and 8.5%, are both classified 
as extended uprates. 
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Table 9. Estimate of nuclear power plants in the next 25 years – constant annual capacity per power plant 
Year 
Total # 
Power 
Plants 
Annual Capacity 
per Power Plant 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Net Electricity 
Generation 
(thousands MWh) 
Annual Net 
Generation of 
Nuclear Power 
Plants (thousands 
MWh) 
Annual million 
miles driven 
Annual Nissan 
Leaf Electricity 
Consumption 
(thousands MWh) 
% of Annual 
Nissan Leaf 
Electricity 
Consumption 
2010 66 
11,973 
3,779,406 728,299 2,814,055 844,217 115.9 
2011 66 4,100,656 790,204 2,839,381 851,814 107.8 
2012 72 4,449,212 857,371 2,864,936 859,481 100.2 
2013 78 4,827,395 930,248 2,890,720 867,216 93.2 
2014 84 5,237,723 1,009,319 2,916,737 875,021 86.7 
2015 91 5,682,930 1,095,111 2,942,987 882,896 80.6 
2016 99 6,165,979 1,188,196 2,969,474 890,842 75.0 
2017 108 6,690,087 1,289,192 2,996,200 898,860 69.7 
2018 117 7,258,744 1,398,773 3,023,165 906,950 64.8 
2019 127 7,875,738 1,517,669 3,050,374 915,112 60.3 
2020 138 8,545,175 1,646,671 3,077,827 923,348 56.1 
2021 149 9,271,515 1,786,638 3,105,528 931,658 52.2 
2022 162 10,059,594 1,938,502 3,133,477 940,043 48.5 
2023 176 10,914,660 2,103,275 3,161,679 948,504 45.1 
2024 191 11,842,406 2,282,053 3,190,134 957,040 41.9 
2025 207 12,849,010 2,476,028 3,218,845 965,654 39.0 
2026 224 13,941,176 2,686,490 3,247,815 974,344 36.3 
2027 243 15,126,176 2,914,842 3,277,045 983,114 33.7 
2028 264 16,411,901 3,162,604 3,306,538 991,962 31.4 
2029 287 17,806,913 3,431,425 3,336,297 1,000,889 29.2 
2030 311 19,320,500 3,723,096 3,366,324 1,009,897 27.1 
2031 337 20,962,743 4,039,559 3,396,621 1,018,986 25.2 
2032 366 22,744,576 4,382,922 3,427,190 1,028,157 23.5 
2033 397 24,677,865 4,755,470 3,458,035 1,037,411 21.8 
2034 431 26,775,483 5,159,685 3,489,157 1,046,747 20.3 
2035 468 29,051,399 5,598,258 3,520,560 1,056,168 18.9 
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Table 10. Estimate of nuclear power plants in the next 25 years – increasing annual capacity per power plant 
Year 
# 
Power 
Plants 
(8%) 
Annual 
Capacity per 
Power Plant 
(increase 8%) 
(thousands 
MWh) 
# 
Power 
Plants 
(8.5%) 
Annual 
Capacity per 
Power Plant 
(increase 8.5%) 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Net 
Electricity 
Generation 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Annual Net 
Generation of 
Nuclear Power 
Plants 
(thousands 
MWh) 
Annual 
million 
miles 
driven 
Annual Nissan 
Leaf Electricity 
Consumption 
(thousands 
MWh) 
% of Annual 
Nissan Leaf 
Electricity 
Consumption 
2010 66 11,035 66 11,035 3,779,406 728,299 2,814,055 844,217 115.9 
2011 66 11,973 66 11,973 4,100,656 790,204 2,839,381 851,814 107.8 
2012 66 12,931 66 12,990 4,449,212 857,371 2,864,936 859,481 100.2 
2013 67 13,965 66 14,095 4,827,395 930,248 2,890,720 867,216 93.2 
2014 67 15,082 66 15,293 5,237,723 1,009,319 2,916,737 875,021 86.7 
2015 67 16,289 66 16,593 5,682,930 1,095,111 2,942,987 882,896 80.6 
2016 68 17,592 66 18,003 6,165,979 1,188,196 2,969,474 890,842 75.0 
2017 68 18,999 66 19,533 6,690,087 1,289,192 2,996,200 898,860 69.7 
2018 68 20,519 66 21,194 7,258,744 1,398,773 3,023,165 906,950 64.8 
2019 68 22,161 66 22,995 7,875,738 1,517,669 3,050,374 915,112 60.3 
2020 69 23,934 66 24,950 8,545,175 1,646,671 3,077,827 923,348 56.1 
2021 69 25,848 66 27,070 9,271,515 1,786,638 3,105,528 931,658 52.2 
2022 69 27,916 66 29,371 10,059,594 1,938,502 3,133,477 940,043 48.5 
2023 70 30,150 66 31,868 10,914,660 2,103,275 3,161,679 948,504 45.1 
2024 70 32,561 66 34,577 11,842,406 2,282,053 3,190,134 957,040 41.9 
2025 70 35,166 66 37,516 12,849,010 2,476,028 3,218,845 965,654 39.0 
2026 71 37,980 66 40,704 13,941,176 2,686,490 3,247,815 974,344 36.3 
2027 71 41,018 66 44,164 15,126,176 2,914,842 3,277,045 983,114 33.7 
2028 71 44,300 66 47,918 16,411,901 3,162,604 3,306,538 991,962 31.4 
2029 72 47,843 66 51,991 17,806,913 3,431,425 3,336,297 1,000,889 29.2 
2030 72 51,671 66 56,411 19,320,500 3,723,096 3,366,324 1,009,897 27.1 
2031 72 55,805 66 61,205 20,962,743 4,039,559 3,396,621 1,018,986 25.2 
2032 73 60,269 66 66,408 22,744,576 4,382,922 3,427,190 1,028,157 23.5 
2033 73 65,091 66 72,053 24,677,865 4,755,470 3,458,035 1,037,411 21.8 
2034 73 70,298 66 78,177 26,775,483 5,159,685 3,489,157 1,046,747 20.3 
2035 74 75,922 66 84,822 29,051,399 5,598,258 3,520,560 1,056,168 18.9 
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To generate sufficient amount of electricity to power 190 million pure electric light duty 
vehicles, short wheel base on the road using only coal-fired power plants, there would need to be 
161 additional coal-fired power plant added over 25 years with a 4% increase of annual capacity 
per coal-fired power plant. On the other hand, using only nuclear power plants, 8 plants are 
required to produce the same amount of electricity with 8% increase in the rate of annual 
capacity per nuclear power plants. Assuming that the nuclear power plant capacity increases by 
8.5% annually, there would be no additional nuclear power plants. Realistically, it takes a lot of 
time before a nuclear power plant could get its license issued and be built. Therefore, it would be 
much more sufficient to achieve the desired 8.5% increase in the annual nuclear power plant 
capacity than to build additional plants. Even though it is easier to build additional coal-fired 
power plants, yet their short life span (30-year expected life span for a typical coal generator) 
along with their considerable greenhouse gas emissions make them less desirable power 
generation sources, compared to nuclear power plants. If battery technology becomes more 
advanced, resulting in a longer-range and more efficient pure EV, the amount of required 
electricity would decrease, leading to a smaller amount of greenhouse gas emissions. One of the 
main goals of replacing all gasoline-based vehicles with EVs is to reduce greenhouse gas effect. 
Therefore, it would be more favorable to invest in nuclear power plants. 
In other words, 25 years from now promises a lot of possibilities to a better or worse 
power generation scenario in the USA. If coal-fired power plants remain the dominant energy 
source, there would have to be improvements on their capacity to power all EVs on the road in 
the near future. In addition, if nuclear power plants become more accessible, they might 
strengthen the future of EVs. In summary, with solely coal-fired power plants, having only EVs 
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on the road will require a higher number of power plants, a higher capacity per power plant, and 
better Li-ion battery capacity. 
 
4.3 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
One of the main goals of replacing all gasoline-based vehicles with EVs is to reduce the 
greenhouse gas emission to the atmosphere, therefore, the “total” carbon dioxide emissions of 
gasoline-based vehicles and EVs until year 2035 are summarized in the following Tables 12 and 
13 respectively. For gasoline-based vehicles, the data includes the emission from the 
manufacturing phase and their tailpipe emission, without the CO2 emission in petroleum refining 
processes. On the other hand, since EVs have zero tailpipe emissions, their emissions come from 
the battery and EV production as well as from the electricity generation in order to charge all 
EVs on the road. 
According to the Department of Energy, each gasoline-based vehicle is estimate to drive 
21mpg with an estimated 8,887g carbon dioxide emission per gallon. Along with the expected 
annual miles driven, as shown in Tables 8-11, the tailpipe emission is generated and summarized 
in Tables 12 and 13. [73] In terms of the emission from gasoline-based vehicles’ manufacturing 
phase, the Journal of Ecology approximates about 43g CO2 per kilometer. 
[74] Again, the 
manufacturing CO2 emission is calculated based on the annual miles driven. Then, the CO2 
emission from gasoline-based vehicles is tabulated below, staying constant for both coal-fired 
and nuclear power plants.  
Since new coal-fired power plant is determined to generate approximately 1,000 to 
1,100g CO2 per MWh, the minimum and maximum emission from electricity generation by coal-
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fired power plant is calculated based on the annual net generation of coal-fired power plants in 
Table 8. [75] As EVs manufacturing processes are determined to emit about 87-95g CO2 per km, 
an average CO2 emission of 91g/km is used to generate the emissions from EVs manufacturing 
in both Tables 12 and 13, based on the estimated annual miles driven. Then, the minimum and 
maximum total CO2 emissions from EVs are shown in Table 12.  
Table 12 represents the estimated CO2 emissions for both gasoline-based vehicles and 
EVs when the electricity is assumed to be generated only by coal-fired power plants. The 
manufacturing process of EVs emits more than twice the amount of carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere than that of gasoline-based vehicles. Additionally the “tailpipe” emission of EVs, the 
CO2 emission from the electricity needed to charge the EVs, is consistently higher than that of 
gasoline-based vehicles over the years. Therefore, even the minimum CO2 emission from EVs is 
still a lot higher compared to gasoline-based vehicles in the case of the electricity generated only 
from coal-fired power plants.  
The same calculation was carried out for nuclear-power plants, as shown in Table 13. 
However, nuclear power plants only emit about 90 to 140g per kWh; then, the total carbon 
dioxide emission from nuclear power plants would be significantly smaller than that from coal-
fired power plants. [73] In fact, if the electricity is only generated from nuclear energy, the total 
amount of CO2 emission indicates that it is reasonable to replace all gasoline-based vehicles with 
pure EVs. However, the disadvantages of nuclear power plants are the time-consuming 
processes, including obtaining the building, operating, or uprating licenses from the government, 
which discourages companies from investing in nuclear energy. 
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In summary, even if it is possible to increase the capacity per coal-fired or nuclear power 
plant, the growing annual net electricity generation means a higher carbon dioxide emission into 
the atmosphere, unless nuclear power plants becomes the most dominant energy source in the 
United States. In fact, the goal of having solely EVs on the road is guaranteed only if the 
percentage of electricity generated by renewable energy resources and nuclear energy replace 
most of the electricity generated by coal annually. However, the Energy Outlook 2012 Report 
claims that coal-fired power plants will remain the main energy source in America up until the 
year 2035, about 38% of the total net electricity generation. [76] A drop of 4% in the next 22 years 
means that gasoline-based vehicles will remain the major mode of transportation. In other words, 
it is not environmentally-friendly to replace all gasoline-based vehicles with pure EVs in the next 
few years, assuming that the energy and electricity projection in the Energy Outlook 2012 Report 
is accurate.
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Table 11. Comparison of CO2 emission from EVs using electricity generated from coal-fired power plants and from gasoline vehicles 
Year 
Emission from 
EVs 
Manufacturing 
(thousand 
tons) 
Minimum 
Emission from 
Electricity 
Generation 
(thousand tons) 
Maximum 
Emission from 
Electricity 
Generation 
(thousand tons) 
Min 
Total 
(thousan
d tons) 
Max 
Total 
(thousan
d tons) 
Tailpipe 
Emission 
(thousand
s tons) 
Emission from 
Gasoline Vehicles 
Manufacturing 
(thousand tons) 
Total Emission 
from Gasoline 
Vehicles 
(thousand tons) 
2010 412,119 2,063,005 2,228,093 1,651,298 1,816,386 1,190,881 194,738 1,385,619 
2011 415,828 2,149,258 2,322,601 1,733,846 1,907,189 1,201,599 196,490 1,398,089 
2012 419,571 2,239,672 2,421,682 1,820,521 2,002,531 1,212,414 198,259 1,410,672 
2013 423,347 2,334,453 2,525,564 1,911,530 2,102,641 1,223,325 200,043 1,423,368 
2014 427,157 2,433,819 2,634,485 2,007,089 2,207,755 1,234,335 201,843 1,436,179 
2015 431,001 2,537,996 2,748,696 2,107,426 2,318,126 1,245,444 203,660 1,449,104 
2016 434,880 2,647,225 2,868,460 2,212,780 2,434,014 1,256,653 205,493 1,462,146 
2017 438,794 2,761,756 2,994,053 2,323,401 2,555,697 1,267,963 207,342 1,475,306 
2018 442,743 2,881,854 3,125,765 2,439,553 2,683,464 1,279,375 209,208 1,488,583 
2019 446,728 3,007,794 3,263,900 2,561,512 2,817,619 1,290,889 211,091 1,501,981 
2020 450,749 3,139,868 3,408,779 2,689,570 2,958,482 1,302,507 212,991 1,515,498 
2021 454,805 3,278,380 3,560,738 2,824,030 3,106,387 1,314,230 214,908 1,529,138 
2022 458,899 3,423,652 3,720,128 2,965,212 3,261,688 1,326,058 216,842 1,542,900 
2023 463,029 3,576,020 3,887,319 3,113,454 3,424,753 1,337,992 218,794 1,556,786 
2024 467,196 3,735,837 4,062,701 3,269,108 3,595,972 1,350,034 220,763 1,570,797 
2025 471,401 3,903,474 4,246,681 3,432,544 3,775,752 1,362,185 222,750 1,584,934 
2026 475,643 4,079,320 4,439,688 3,604,152 3,964,520 1,374,444 224,755 1,599,199 
2027 479,924 4,263,785 4,642,171 3,784,340 4,162,726 1,386,814 226,777 1,613,592 
2028 484,244 4,457,297 4,854,602 3,973,538 4,370,843 1,399,296 228,818 1,628,114 
2029 488,602 4,660,308 5,077,478 4,172,195 4,589,365 1,411,889 230,878 1,642,767 
2030 492,999 4,873,290 5,311,320 4,380,784 4,818,813 1,424,596 232,956 1,657,552 
2031 497,436 5,096,742 5,556,673 4,599,803 5,059,734 1,437,418 235,052 1,672,470 
2032 501,913 5,331,184 5,814,111 4,829,773 5,312,700 1,450,354 237,168 1,687,522 
2033 506,430 5,577,165 6,084,238 5,071,241 5,578,315 1,463,408 239,302 1,702,710 
2034 510,988 5,835,260 6,367,687 5,324,782 5,857,210 1,476,578 241,456 1,718,034 
2035 515,587 6,106,072 6,665,121 5,591,001 6,150,049 1,489,867 243,629 1,733,496 
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Table 12. Comparison of CO2 emission from EVs using electricity generated from nuclear power plants and from gasoline vehicles 
Year 
Emission from 
EVs 
Manufacturing 
(thousand tons) 
Minimum 
Emission from 
Electricity 
Generation 
(thousand tons) 
Maximum 
Emission from 
Electricity 
Generation 
(thousand tons) 
Min 
Total 
(thousan
d tons) 
Max 
Total 
(thousan
d tons) 
Tailpipe 
Emission 
(thousand 
tons) 
Emission from 
Gasoline Vehicles 
Manufacturing 
(thousand tons) 
Total Emission 
from Gasoline 
Vehicles 
(thousand 
tons) 
2010 412,119 477,666 514,081 65,959 102,374 1,190,881 194,738 1,385,619 
2011 415,828 486,947 526,457 71,534 111,044 1,201,599 196,490 1,398,089 
2012 419,571 496,734 539,603 77,583 120,452 1,212,414 198,259 1,410,672 
2013 423,347 507,069 553,582 84,146 130,658 1,223,325 200,043 1,423,368 
2014 427,157 517,996 568,462 91,266 141,732 1,234,335 201,843 1,436,179 
2015 431,001 529,561 584,317 98,991 153,747 1,245,444 203,660 1,449,104 
2016 434,880 541,818 601,228 107,372 166,782 1,256,653 205,493 1,462,146 
2017 438,794 554,822 619,281 116,466 180,926 1,267,963 207,342 1,475,306 
2018 442,743 568,633 638,572 126,332 196,271 1,279,375 209,208 1,488,583 
2019 446,728 583,318 659,202 137,037 212,920 1,290,889 211,091 1,501,981 
2020 450,749 598,949 681,283 148,651 230,985 1,302,507 212,991 1,515,498 
2021 454,805 615,603 704,935 161,252 250,584 1,314,230 214,908 1,529,138 
2022 458,899 633,364 730,289 174,924 271,849 1,326,058 216,842 1,542,900 
2023 463,029 652,324 757,487 189,758 294,922 1,337,992 218,794 1,556,786 
2024 467,196 672,581 786,684 205,852 319,955 1,350,034 220,763 1,570,797 
2025 471,401 694,243 818,045 223,314 347,115 1,362,185 222,750 1,584,934 
2026 475,643 717,428 851,752 242,260 376,584 1,374,444 224,755 1,599,199 
2027 479,924 742,260 888,002 262,816 408,558 1,386,814 226,777 1,613,592 
2028 484,244 768,878 927,008 285,119 443,249 1,399,296 228,818 1,628,114 
2029 488,602 797,430 969,001 309,317 480,888 1,411,889 230,878 1,642,767 
2030 492,999 828,078 1,014,233 335,572 521,726 1,424,596 232,956 1,657,552 
2031 497,436 860,996 1,062,974 364,058 566,036 1,437,418 235,052 1,672,470 
2032 501,913 896,376 1,115,522 394,965 614,111 1,450,354 237,168 1,687,522 
2033 506,430 934,423 1,172,196 428,499 666,272 1,463,408 239,302 1,702,710 
2034 510,988 975,360 1,233,344 464,883 722,867 1,476,578 241,456 1,718,034 
2035 515,587 1,019,430 1,299,343 504,359 784,272 1,489,867 243,629 1,733,496 
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4.4 ASSESSMENT OF “THE NONSENSE OF BIOFUELS” BY HARTMUT MICHEL 
 In an article published in 2012, “the Nonsense of Biofuels”, Harmut Michel 
questioned if it is possible to convert the currently available biomass into biofuels used in 
vehicles, discussed the efficiencies of the biofuel production process, compared with alternative 
energy source, automotive batteries, and forecast the future of the individual transport. The 
biomass is the direct product of photosynthesis, a process used by plants and other autotrophic 
organisms to convert light energy, normally from the sun, into chemical energy that can be used 
to fuel the organisms' activities. Photosynthesis occurs in two stages. In the first stage, light-
dependent reactions or light reactions capture the energy of light and use it to make the energy-
storage molecules ATP and NADPH. During the second stage, the light-independent reactions 
use these products to capture and reduce carbon dioxide. However, Hartmut Michel claimed that 
only 47% of the light of the sun can be absorbed by the photosynthesis pigment of plants and 
only 11.8% of the energy of sunlight is stored in the form of NADPH. Besides, the 
photosynthesis is more efficient at low light intensities and the dark reactions are limited due to 
an insufficient discrimination between CO2 and O2 and the dependence of photosynthesis on 
water. Therefore, the photosynthesis efficiency of C3 plants is quite low, and even lower in 
reality.  
The author then investigated thoroughly the net energy of biofuels. According to him, the 
energy input to obtain biomass such as fertilizer production, transportation and so on, together 
with the energy to convert biomass into biofuel, could outweigh the amount of energy of the 
sunlight stored in the biofuels. As a result, it was questioned if there would be a net gain of 
energy. Additionally, the insignificant reduction of CO2 and the inefficient land use also 
contributed to the doubt about the future of biofuels. 
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Hartmut Michel mentioned the electric batteries, an alternative energy source which 
could be used in our individual transport and asserted that even if there were improvements in 
photosynthesis and biomass production, the superiority of the combination of photovoltaic 
cells/electric battery/electric engine would still be unquestionable. He also referred to J. Hassoun 
and B. Scrosati’s article on a high performance polymer tin sulfur lithium ion battery. Since this 
new battery had the energy storage 10 times that of the current lithium ion batteries, if they could 
apply this battery in EVs, it would be more practical to use electric batteries to supply energy to 
vehicles instead of biofuels. Finally, he claimed that “the future of our individual transport has to 
be electric.” [1] 
The main objective of the project was to investigate Hartmut Michel’s future vision of 
EVs in our transportation sector. The Nissan Leaf was chosen to substitute all the vehicles on the 
road in the United States for our calculation. In this report, the amount of energy generation 
needed to provide to all the vehicles on the road over the next 25 years was estimated.  The 
required numbers of coal-fired power plants and nuclear power plants to produce enough EVs 
was obtained. The greenhouse gas emission from each type of power plants was also studied.  
  Based on the data that the team obtained and calculated, it is impossible to replace all the 
individual vehicles with EVs on the road over the next 25 years. Since coal-fired power plants 
remain the main energy generation source, a case in which all the power plants were assumed to 
be replaced with coal-fired power plants was examined.  With an assumption of 4% increase in 
annual capacity per coal-fired power plant, the number of power plants required to produce 
enough energy to power all EVs is 1831 in year 2035, which means at least 161 additional coal-
fired power plants need to be built over this period of time. If the number of coal-fired power 
plants that shut down every year is taken into account, the number is even larger. Therefore, the 
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amount of CO2 emitted from manufacturing EVs and operating coal-fired power plants were also 
obtained for further consideration. Up to 2035, the total greenhouse gas emission is in the range 
of 5,591,001 – 6,150,049 thousand tons, which is 3.2 - 3.5 times higher than the total greenhouse 
gas emission from gasoline vehicles, including both manufacturing process and tailpipe emission 
(1,733,496 thousand tons). The main point of replacing all vehicles with EVs is to reduce the 
harmful CO2 emission, thus, it is not practical to use solely coal-fired power plants to provide 
energy to EVs. 
 A second studied case is to assume that all the power plants are nuclear power plants 
using the same methods as in the coal-fired power plants. If the annual capacity of the nuclear 
power plants were increased by 8% through power uprates every year, up to 2035, there would 
be 74 power plants in the U.S or, in other words, 8 additional nuclear power plants being built in 
total. If the annual capacity of the nuclear power plants were increased by 8.5% every year, there 
would be no need to build any new power plants, as long as no nuclear power plants were to be 
shut down over this time period. The total estimated CO2 emission for EVs is 504,359 – 784,272 
thousand tons, much lower than the total CO2 for gasoline vehicles, 1,733,496 thousand tons. 
From the data obtained, it might look possible to have all vehicles on the road as EVs. However, 
according to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, it generally takes approximately nine 
years for the entire process from submitting the application for license to completing a new 
nuclear power plant construction. [71] The uprate process also takes years to obtain the 
permission. Besides, nuclear power plants are currently the most expensive option to generate 
energy. 
Moreover, according to the Annual Energy Outlook 2012 with Projections to 2035 of the 
U.S Energy Information Administration, up to 2035, coal-fired power plants still remain the 
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major energy source in the U.S, and no additional nuclear power plants will be built. [74] It is also 
less likely to achieve 8% or 8.5% increase in existing capacity, unless there is a significant 
improvement in nuclear power plants’ technology. 
 In conclusion, all those factors contribute to the infeasibility of having solely EVs on the 
road over the next 25 years unless there are remarkable developments in battery and power plant 
technology. Otherwise there would be much greater greenhouse gas emissions from driving EVs 
than gasoline vehicles. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study is to determine whether it is possible if all gasoline vehicles are 
entirely replaced by electric vehicles in the next 25 years. With the current growth of the 
electricity industry, there would not be enough power plants to generate enough electricity to 
charge every vehicle on the road. Assuming that the number of power plants required is met, 
most of them would be coal-fired power plants, which would lead to even more greenhouse gas 
emission through charging than the current gasoline vehicles. Using nuclear power plants is the 
best strategy since they release the least greenhouse gas emission. However, the building process 
of a nuclear power plant takes 10 to 15 years. Therefore, there would not be enough facility to 
support charging electric vehicles. The cost of charging stations is also high, which makes 
private businesses hesitate to install them in parking areas. 
In order for everyone to use electric vehicles, the car industry needs to improve the 
battery technology so that electric vehicles have longer driving range, take less time to charge, 
and cost less for each recharging period. The government should shorten the license approval 
period to build nuclear power plants. It is also necessary to have a significant advance in the 
technology of charging stations to reduce the installation cost to an affordable price.  
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APPENDICES 
A. INTERVIEW WITH MS. DEBORAH SCOTT 
The interview the IQP team conducted with Ms. Deborah Scott, WPI’s Chief Information 
Officer, has provided the team with a lot of insight about the design as well as performance of 
GM’s electric car, Chevrolet Volt 2011. The Volt is marketed to drive 30 to 50 miles on a fully-
charged battery. However, according to Ms. Scott’s experience, it can drive a maximum distance 
of 42 miles only, providing the weather is not too hot nor too cold (within 60-70 degree F). On a 
hotter or colder day, the battery would partially be used to cool down or heat up the engine and 
the compartment, resulting in a low distance as short as 21 miles during cold winter 
days.  However, since the Volt has both the battery pack and a small gasoline tank, if the battery 
ever runs below a certain range, the internal gas engine would automatically start to save the 
battery cycle life. This design saves users like Deborah Scott from having to worry about drained 
battery if there are extra miles on the trip. On the other hand, the Nissan Leaf, a pure electric 
vehicle (EV), leaves its drivers in a state of panic, in case of an increase in driving distance. 
Nevertheless, the Nissan Leaf, also designed on a Lithium-ion battery pack, has a much higher 
driving range of 70 miles on a full battery charge. 
Ms. Scott mentioned in the interview the availability of charging stations in both East and 
West Coast of the USA, especially in metropolitan areas like Boston. Therefore, she could go on 
long trips with her family driving the Chevy Volt. Currently most of the charging stations are 
free, which enables EV drivers to save a lot on their gas money every month. And the electricity 
charge is estimated to be only $1.60 per day. Approximately the Volt gives her a 168 mile per 
gallon on average with most of the miles driven on the battery, a lot higher than a normal 
gasoline vehicle.  An average car would have 30 to 35 miles per gallon, which means she only 
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needs one gallon of gas, whereas a normal driver would need around five gallons to drive the 
same distance with her. This approximation indicates not just how much she could save but also 
how much the greenhouse gas emission would reduce, if there are more EVs on the road.(------ 
The main disadvantage of an EV is the long charging time. Chevy Volt, for instance, would need 
10 to 12 hours charging every day on 120V or 4 hours on 220-240V. It makes it less likely to 
drive an EV for long-distanced trips of hundreds of miles. Besides, since EVs are still not 
common in the general public, it is a lot harder and more expensive to repair any problems the 
car might have. In the case of GM’s Chevy Volt, the car has a computer integrated control that 
would require at least one software-skilled technician to fix or update the car system. In addition 
to the advanced software, the Volt has all the transmission and braking system like a normal car. 
It also takes up a similar amount of time to start the vehicle, but the difference is that the Volt 
could be started with the phone app. EV insurance stays the same with normal vehicle at this 
time, since the companies cannot yet identify the level of risks of the Lithium-ion battery pack. 
In conclusion, Ms. Scott and the team shared the same perspective that with the 
upcoming cutting-edge battery technology, the electric vehicle would have a longer driving 
range and a better cycle life. More importantly, an increasing number of EVs could eventually 
lessen US’s independence on gasoline as well as lower greenhouse gas emission significantly.  
B. INTERVIEW WITH PRFOFESSOR ARTHUR GERSTENFELD 
On February 19th, the IQP team conducted an interview with Professor Arthur 
Gerstenfeld to learn more about customer experience of the Toyota Prius 2012. The model that 
Professor Gerstenfeld owns is a solely hybrid car, so it does not have a plug to external electric 
power sources. The battery pack of Toyota Prius is recharged using regenerative braking system. 
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On average Professor Gerstenfeld drives 10,000 miles per year. Assuming that the gas mileage is 
50 miles per gallon and the gas price is approximately $4 per gallon, the gasoline cost per year 
for Toyota Prius 2012 is estimated to be $1000. Professor Gerstenfeld also shared with the team 
his experience driving the Toyota Prius. The car is really quiet and accelerates as fast as 
conventional cars. Additionally, it does not have any problem with the braking system which 
creates a lag in the response between the regenerative braking system (which captures energy 
during braking to improve fuel economy) and the antilock brakes (which help the car continue to 
steer under emergency braking situations). Besides, his car insurance is the same as conventional 
cars. However, because the Toyota Prius is a hybrid vehicle equipped with a computer system, 
Professor Gerstenfeld has to bring the car to a Toyota service center for maintenance. Despite 
this inconvenience, he really likes the Toyota Prius because it is innovative, environmental-
friendly and affordable. One of the reasons that Professor Gerstenfeld chose to buy a Toyota 
Prius, a hybrid vehicle, instead of an electric vehicle is his daily driving distance, 80 miles/day, 
which is hardly achieved using only electric motor to power the car. If the driving range could be 
increased with the advanced technology in the future, he would be more interested in purchasing 
an electric vehicle. 
To sum up, Professor Gerstenfeld was pleased with the Toyota Prius 2012. It is not only 
inexpensive but also provides a good mileage and helps decrease greenhouse gas emission. He 
also shares his support of electric vehicles and is willing to buy one if the battery technology is 
advanced enough to enable an affordable, long range electric car. 
